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Statement of Issues 
Whether Defendant's Brief part II is in violation Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure Rule 24 (j) in presenting inaccurate, burdensome, irrelevant, 
immaterial or scandalous matters? 
Whether Defendant's Brief presents an affirmative defense that would 
relieve them from liability from injury to plaintiff arising out of the false 
imprisonment incidents of the complaint, where such affirmative defense 
presents new information and would otherwise need to be remanded to the 
trial court for a determination of the accuracy and validity of the new facts 
and the weight and sufficiency of the affirmative defense where defendant's 
police singled out plaintiff for false imprisonment when he was a student 
and not breaking any laws or suspected of breaking any laws. 
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Whether Defendant's Brief presents sufficient argument to show that 
plaintiff was not injured, and thus his right to the benefits of the contract, 
when the police intentionally published a fabricated "police beat" article of 
and concerning plaintiff where the police portrayed plaintiff as a suspicious 
individual and the police advised the reader of the school newspaper to 
"avoid" plaintiff where esteem and respect of fellow students and faculty are 
critical to the enjoyment of the fruit of the contract. 
Whether Defendant's Brief presents sufficient argument to show that 
plaintiff was not injured, and thus his right to the benefits of the contract, 
when the defendant's Daily Universe intentionally published a defamatory 
article of and concerning plaintiff where the police stated that plaintiff was 
convicted for criminal trespassing at BYU when in fact plaintiff had not 
been convicted criminal trespassing at BYU or anywhere, where esteem and 
respect of fellow students and faculty are critical to the enjoyment of the 
fruit of the contract. 
Whether Defendant's Brief presents sufficient argument to show that 
plaintiff was not injured, and thus his right to the benefits of the contract, 
when the a security guard, supervised by defendant's police intentionally 
approached a former roommate and a friend in plaintiffs class he was taking 
together with former roommate and began a character attack on plaintiff by 
publishing confidential information about plaintiff had only by the police, 
where the confidential information was destructive to the friendship of 
plaintiff and his former roommate and where said destruction of that 
friendship interfered with plaintiffs schoolwork and ability to take the final 
exam in that class. 
Whether Defendant's Brief introduces new material not found in the 
complaint to sustain their argument for dismissal and therefore should be 
remanded to trial court for a determination of the accuracy and validity of 
those facts defendant attempts to introduce. 
Whether the defendant's argument would carve out an exception to the good 
faith and fair dealing rule such that the good faith and fair dealing rule 
would not apply where a party's right to the benefits of a contract is injured 
by another party's intentional torts. 
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Statutes 
Utah of Rules of Appellate Procedure # 33 -
Damages for delay or frivolous appeal; recovery for attorney's fees 
(b) Definitions. 
For the purposes of these rules, a frivolous appeal, motion, brief, or 
other paper is one that is not grounded in fact, not warranted by 
existing law, or not based on a good faith argument to extend, modify, 
or reverse existing law. An appeal, motion, brief, or other paper 
interposed for the purpose of delay is one interposed for any improper 
purpose such as to harass, cause needless increase in the cost of 
litigation, or gain time that will benefit only the party filing the 
appeal, motion, brief, or other paper. 
Utah of Rules of Appellate Procedure # 24 - Briefs 
(j) Requirements and sanctions. All Briefs under this rule must be 
concise, presented with accuracy, logically arranged with proper 
headings and free from burdensome, irrelevant, immaterial or 
scandalous matters. Briefs which are not in compliance may be 
disregarded or stricken, on motion or sua sponte by the court, and the 
court may assess attorney fees against the offending lawyer. 
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Detail of the Argument 
I. Defendant's Brief is in violation of URAP Rule 24 (j). 
Defendant's Brief (page 14) section II requests Rule 33 damages. 
Defendant has a number of hurdles to clear prior to the information in 
section II to be viable, foremost being that a rule 33 request must relate to 
the appeal at hand. Defenant's basis for the sanctions relies almost entirely 
on alleged matters unrelated to this appeal. This should be fatal to section 
II. This extraneous material is also raised for the first time which is 
generally fatal to a consideration of that material. See State v. Irwin, 924 
P.2d 5 (Utah Ct. App. 1996) (Material raised for first time on appeal not 
considered). The material is also defamatory, irrelevant, burdensome and 
scandalous. 
The most troubling part of defendants section II is that it seems to be 
included for no other reason than to bias the court against plaintiff. There is 
no way plaintiff can believe defendant actually believes this court would 
award damages for a frivolous appeal based on the alleged filing of other 
lawsuits based solely on defendant's word that these suits exist and were 
frivolous. Generally courts are not obligated and do not research a party's 
unsupported assertions. See State v. Thomas, 961 P.2d 299 (Utah 1998) 
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(shifting of the burden of research and analysis to the reviewing court 
frowned upon). As such plaintiff takes the extraordinary step in asking this 
court to strike section II of defendant's brief 
First rule 33 relates only to the appeal for the case at bar. Defendant's 
information of II other than the first paragraph is unrelated to the case at bar. 
Based on that alone, everything in II should be stricken except the first 
paragraph. 
Greater trouble arises when defendant attempts to bias this court by 
stating plaintiff has filed other lawsuits. Nothing about filing other lawsuits, 
even if true, in and of itself means the lawsuit is frivolous. As such 
defendant's attempt to acquire monetary damages based on defendant's 
word alone that the cases are frivolous, fails as a matter of law. No analysis 
or case law is presented to support their seeking of money damages. In fact 
there is no evidence or affidavits to show plaintiff has in fact filed the 
alleged cases. 
Worse yet, they seek money from plaintiff by asking this court to 
punish plaintiff for allegedly filing lawsuits in a jurisdiction (federal) that 
this court has no jurisdiction over. This makes no sense. 
On top of that they seek damages to themselves for cases involving 
other litigants (assuming the cases, if existing, were frivolous). 
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On top of that they make no mention of how many of these lawsuit 
plaintiff won or how many settled for the full amount ect. 
Further, Section II also contains much new material never raised at 
trial court or found in plaintiffs complaint. Defendant uses Rule 33 to get in 
favorable "facts", new facts raised on appeal, to put defendant in a favorable 
light and plaintiff in an unfavorable light. This is not the purpose of Rule 
33. 
On p. 15 (final para.) of defendant's brief it states that "The 
University [the defendant] has attempted to deal patiently with Mr. Raiser in 
the past by not pressing charges in criminal actions and by settling civil 
disputes ..." when the only related facts this court has to work with are 
found in plaintiffs complaint f 27 (Appendix B of Plaintiff s brief- herein 
referred to as Complaint) that state "Plaintiff attempted to take the forgive 
and forget approach to the defendant's conduct in (8) - (26)." 
The worst part of II is three defamatory statements made by defendant 
about plaintiff. While defamation in a court proceeding or pleadings are not 
actionable at law, when those statements are unrelated to the case at bar a 
defamation action is allowed. See Post v. Mendel, 507 A.2d 351 (Pa. 1986) 
(Lawyer's letter attacking opposing counsel given to judge not absolutely 
privileged). That aside, this court has the discretion to intervene when such 
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occurs in order to maintain civility in proceeding such as this. The 
defamatory remarks are on p. 15 (first para.) of their brief: "Aaron Raiser, 
like the plaintiff in Lundahl, has made a hobby or career of filing frivolous 
lawsuits." That statement is ludicrous. 1) That statement is false; 2) it tends 
to harm plaintiff reputation; 3) it has been published to others; 4) it is 
libelous; 5) tends to injure plaintiff by those who read the brief containing it; 
6) it goes beyond opinion as statements of defendant are provable and the 
U.S. Supreme court in Milkovich v. Lorain Journal, 497 U.S. 1 (1990) held 
that where opinion is provable it is actionable. 
The second one is found on the final sentence of p. 15 of seciton II: 
"Mr. Raiser has consistently ingnored his obligations under past settlement 
agreements by resurrecting previously dismissed claims in new lawsuits, and 
has apparently been encouraged by previous settlements to file additional 
claims based on imagined harms." While defendant was intelligent enough 
to include the word "apparently" in the second half of the sentence above, 
Plaintiff has not in fact ever resurrected past claims of other lawsuits as 
asserted in the first half of that sentence. Plaintiff has included the factual 
information of those previous two lawsuits in this action because that facts 
of those cases are materially relevant to making a fair and correct 
adjudication of this case. For example, the plaintiffs complaint outlines the 
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injury to the plaintiff which, among other things includes emotional and 
mental anguish which takes away from the worth of the contract, said 
anguish arising from torts committed against plaintiff by defendant. The 
previous complaints show that the administration is aware of some of the 
past torts committed by the defendant and that they can not or have not 
interest taking corrective action against the offending employees of the 
defendant. Plaintiff has not, however, resurrected any claims for relief of 
those cases. 
Finally, p. 16 (top partial para.) asks this court to impose damages 
(arising out of alleged cases in federal court or other litigants' cases) "as a 
disincentive for his persistent and harassing abuse of the judicial system." 
This time defendant omitted the word "apparently". This is fatal as plaintiff 
has not abused the judicial system or harassed it in a persistent or any other 
way. 
In State v. Cook, 714 P.2d 296 (Utah 1986) the Utah Supreme court 
declared that derogatory references to others or inappropriate language of 
any kind has no place in an appellate brief and is of no assistance in 
attempting to resolve any legitimate issues presented on appeal. 
The material of part II is extremely prejudicial, unwarranted, 
burdensome and defamatory. 
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Plaintiff is quite troubled by part II and asks that it be stricken (with 
appropriate sanctions) under Rule 24(j). 
As for the claim that plaintiffs appeal if frivolous, it would have to be 
not based on fact, which defendant has not shown, or upon existing law or 
an attempt to modify existing law, which defendant has not shown. See 
URAP Rule 33 (b). A look at plaintiffs original brief it should be apparent 
that plaintiffs appeal has merit as plaintiff shows that defendant committed 
intentional torts against plaintiff and plaintiff was injured by the torts and 
that those injuries have in turn injured plaintiffs right to the contract. As 
such this appeal is fully sustained and supported by existing law and it seems 
that the trial court's ruling was not properly reasoned. 
II. Defendant's Brief presents an affirmative defense which should be 
presented at the trial court level and not at appeal. 
Defendant's Brief (p. 9) attempts to raise an affirmative defense. It 
also inaccurately attempts to make it look like the police solely monitored 
plaintiff or stopped and questioned him. 
On p. 9 (first para.) of defendant's brief it states that "Mr. Raiser 
claims that BYU breached its Settlement Agreeement with him when on 
three occasions he was detained by University Police or Security personnel, 
allegedly without cause." The fact of the matter is that plaintiff has claimed 
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only two of those incidents in his complaint as a basis for any cause of 
action against defendant related to this complaint. See Complaint \ 29 (b), 
(c) of either the complaint. 
FN 3 on p. 9 states plaintiff was stopped "after he was seen lingering 
in University buildings ..." when this "fact" appears nowhere in the 
complaint or amended complaint. Defendant then appears to attempt to 
plead an affirmative defense on the final sentence of the footnote: "Under 
these circumstances the University Police arguably had a duty to stop Mr. 
Raiser and inquire of his business." (This is obviously a question of fact). 
Then p. 10 of defendant's brief states: "the solitude afforded students 
does not extend to their being permitted to roam at will and unquestioned 
through he basement of the chemistry building on a Sunday night near 
midnight." Nowhere in either the complaint of amended complaint appear 
any facts or facts that could be construed as facts that plaintiff has ever 
roamed through the basement of the chemistry building on a Sunday night 
near midnight. Nowhere. 
Defendant appears to be attempting to portray plaintiff as someone 
who deserved the treatment he received. This would be an affirmative 
defense which would need to be dealt with at trial court level as additional 
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fact-finding is critical to establishing the accuracy and validity of any such 
affirmative defense. 
Also, if plaintiff was banned from campus (Defendant's Brief, p. 9, 
FN 3), why was he banned and was the ban legitimate or was it fabricated by 
the police; if plaintiff was arrested for alleged lewdness involving a child 
(Id.) was he convicted, acquitted or were the charges dropped when the 
prosecutor uncovered evidence indicating plaintiff could not have been 
involved in any such incident. A person can not be false imprisoned and 
otherwise treated differently against the law because they were arrested. In 
Wakat v. Harlib, 253 F.2d 59 (7th Cir. 1958) the 7th Circuit (federal) court of 
appeals held that a person who was falsely imprisoned by the police because 
of a prior arrest record could not be false imprisoned or treated differently 
(equal protection) based on a record of a previous arrest. 
III. Defendant has not countered the defamation injury 
Defendant's argument is that one of the defamatory articles does not 
mention plaintiff by name. However, defamation need only be of and 
concerning plaintiff. 
Defendant's argument also is that a retraction of the article was made 
on the last edition of the newspaper of that year 3 1/2 months after the 
original publication during finals which was next to meaningless. Also, the 
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second article was withdrawn prior to print; however it was published on the 
defendant's internet site of the school newspaper which is publicly 
accessible. 
Defendant's argument mainly is that plaintiff can't show how the 
defamatory article prevented plaintiff from attending school. The articles 
did not have to do such. If the article injured plaintiffs right to enjoy the 
contract (taking classes there for free) then that suffices. Few things can be 
more obvious than the fact that defamatory articles injure a plaintiff and 
their reputation among their peers (in this case being fellow students and 
faculty etc.) and plaintiff was injured in having been characterized as a 
suspicious person in a fabricated police beat article (admitted by defendant 
to be fabricated) and in that article the police advised the reader to avoid 
plaintiff. See Complaint \ 15. Obviously plaintiff when attending school 
there does not want instructors and classmates saying amongst themselves 
that plaintiff is to be avoided as the police asked them to do. 
The same thing goes for the other defamatory article where the police 
stated that plaintiff had bee convicted for criminal trespassing. Such is 
defamatory by law as plaintiff never had been convicted of criminal 
trespassing. For the student body and professors to look at plaintiff and say 
that he is the one convicted of criminal trespassing takes away from their 
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association, esteem and friendship etc. which is important to the enjoyment 
of college life. i.e. people don't want to be outcasts etc. 
IV. Defendant has not countered the breach of privacy injury 
Defendant's sole argument is that the security guard should have been 
allowed to initiate a character attack on plaintiff using confidential police 
information which is not generally given out to others, let alone to a person's 
classmate and former roommate and friend, without any type of request. 
Defendant has not shown that plaintiff was not injured by this loss of 
friendship that resulted and the interference that ensued with plaintiffs 
ability to study and perform academically. 
V. Defendant has not countered the false imprisonment injury 
Defendant's argument is that plaintiff was only "stopped" or 
"monitored" by BYU police. Plaintiff has shown in his opening brief that 
their actions consisted of false imprisonment. Further, defendant attempts to 
show affirmative defense that plaintiff deserved the treatment by his actions. 
However, nothing in the complaint exists to support such an affirmative 
defense and as the complaint is to be viewed in a light most favorable to 
plaintiff such an affirmative defense should fail in any way sustaining the 
trial courts ruling. 
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VI. Defendant presents new "facts" to assist their appeal 
Defendant has introduced new and additional "facts" with their brief 
not found in the complaint and such facts should be ignored or if those facts 
are deemed as influencing this courts decision then the matter needs to be 
remanded back to trial court for a determination of the accuracy and weight 
and sufficiency of those additional facts. 
Plaintiff asks this court to use the facts as outlined in the complaint 
and as allowance to amend complaint should be freely given where justice 
so requires, in the amended complaint, with all favorable inferences drawn 
there from in a light most favorable to plaintiff. 
On p. 1 (first para.) of defendant's brief it states Plaintiff "was banned 
from campus in 1996 for trespassing in University buildings after hours and 
other suspicious behavior." This "information" is new, not in the complaint 
and plaintiff was not banned from campus for trespassing in university 
buildings after hours and other suspicious behavior. 
On p. 1 (first para., second sentence) of defendant's brief is not 
entirely accurate. See plaintiffs complaint or amended complaint and 
accompanying appendices for the entire account. 
On p. 2 (first para.) of defendant's brief it states "Since 1999, police 
officers employed by the University have on various occasions detained and 
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questioned Mr. Raiser in response to calls describing his suspicious or 
bizarre behavior." Well, it so happens that this "information" appears 
nowhere in any complaint or amended complaint. Further it appears 
defendant is attempting to portray plaintiff as something he is not or to 
portray him as someone deserving the torts committed against him by the 
defendant. Further, the torts committed against plaintiff by defendant date 
back to 1993, which is supported by the material in the appendices of the 
complaint and amended complaint. 
On p. 5 (1st line) of defendant's brief it states "... University 
[defendant] police believed the person was Raiser ..." when this new 
"information" appears nowhere in plaintiffs complaint or amended 
complaint. What the Complaint \\5 states is "While the [BYU] police did 
not find plaintiff at the chapel they jumped to the conclusion it was him 
[plaintiff] ..." A reasonable inference in a light most favorable to plaintiff is 
that the police have something against plaintiff and purposefully wrote the 
article to injure plaintiff. Certainly advising the BYU community to "avoid" 
plaintiff (Complaint f^ 15) in an admittedly fabricated police beat article give 
some indication that there is some animosity on the part of the defendant's 
police towards plaintiff which is alleged in f 34 of the Complaint. 
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On p. 5 (para. Numbered as 3.) of defendant's brief it states "At Mr. 
Raiser's request, a retraction of the article was printed ..." Nowhere in either 
complaint or amended complaint does this information appear. 
On p. 5 (para. Numbered as 8.) of defendant's brief does not 
accurately reflect the facts of the complaint. 
On p. 6 (para. Numbered as 9.) of defendant's brief states "someone 
again reported to the police that they had seen Mr. Raiser walking through 
the chemistry building." This "fact" appears nowhere in the complaint of 
amended complaint. 
On p. 6 (para. Numbered as 10.) of defendant's brief states "The 
security employee allegedly disclosed a number of facts about Mr. 
Raiser,..., including the fact that Mr. Raiser had previously been banned 
from campus and the fact that he had recently been arrested for lewdness 
involving a child." The complaint however simply states that the security 
person stated to plaintiffs former roommate and classmate that he had been 
banned from campus and arrested for lewdness with a child. Nowhere are 
there facts in plaintiffs complaint or amended complaint that plaintiff was 
banned from campus or arrested for lewdness involving a child. Further, if 
such are true defendant would have to show how such allowed the defendant 
to commit the torts outlined in the complaint which would constitute an 
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affirmative defense which can't be used as a basis to dismiss a complaint 
unil factfinding is done at the trial court level to verify the accuracy and 
validity of the affirmative defense. Also, if plaintiff was banned from 
campus, why was he banned and was the ban legitimate or was it fabricated 
by the police; if plaintiff was arrested for alleged lewdness involving a child 
was he convicted, aquited or were the charges dropped when the prosecutor 
uncovered evidence indicating plaintiff could not have been involved in any 
such incident. A person can not be false imprisoned and otherwise treated 
differently against the law because they were arrested. In Wakat v. Harlib, 
253 F.2d 59 (7th Cir. 1958) the 7th Circuit (federal) court of appeals held that 
a person who was falsely imprisoned by the police because of a prior arrest 
record could not be false imprisoned or treated differently (equal protection) 
based on a record of a previous arrest. 
Also noted is that the defendant attempts to use material from the 
amended complaint to their advantage, which would indicate the acceptance 
of the amended complaint for the purpose of this appeal. 
The defendant, on page 4, first incomplete paragraph, states "The 
following statement of facts is therefore based on the factual allegations 
contained in Mr. Raiser's original complaint, omitting ...". Yet contrary to 
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this assertion, defendant includes material from the amended complaint on p. 
6 (para. Numbered as 10.) of defendant's brief. 
On p. 6 (para. Numbered as 11.) of defendant's brief states that 
plaintiff"... requested that his instructor permit him to take the final exam at 
a different time to avoid contact with his former roommate." This "fact" 
appears nowhere in the complaint or amended complaint. 
On p. 9 (first para.) of defendant's brief it states that "Mr. Raiser 
claims that BYU breached its Settlement Agreement with him when on three 
occasions he was detained by University Police or Security personnel, 
allegedly without cause." The fact of the matter is that plaintiff has claimed 
only two of those incidents as a basis for any cause of action against 
defendant related to this complaint. See Complaint \ 29 (b), (c). 
FN 3 on p. 9 states plaintiff was stopped "after he was seen lingering 
in University buildings ..." when this "fact appears nowhere in the 
complaint or amended complaint. Defendant then appears to attempt to 
plead an affirmative defense on the final sentence of the footnote: "Under 
these circumstances the University Police arguably had a duty to stop Mr. 
Raiser and inquire of his business." 
Then on p. 10 of defendant's brief states: "the solitude afforded 
students does not extend to their being permitted to roam at will and 
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unquestioned through the basement of the chemistry building on a Sunday 
night near midnight." Nowhere in either the complaint of amended 
complaint appear any facts that plaintiff has ever roamed through the 
basement of the chemistry building on a Sunday night near midnight. 
Nowhere. Defendant appears to be attempting to portray plaintiff as 
someone who deserved the treatment he received. This would be an 
affirmative defense which would need to be dealt with at trial court level as 
additional fact-finding is critical to establishing the accuracy and validity of 
any such affirmative defense. 
On p. 15 (final para.) of defendant's brief it states that "The 
University [the defendant] has attempted to deal patiently with Mr. Raiser in 
the past by not pressing charges in criminal actions and by settling civil 
disputes ..." when in fact the only facts this court has to work with are 
found on p. of plaintiffs complaint that "Plaintiff attempted to take the 
forgive and forget approach to the defendant's conduct in (8) - (26). 
Thus on pages 1-16 there are 12 incidents of new facts presented for 
appeal (therefore unusable) or false facts. 
VII. Defendant's argument is otherwise week 
On p. 12 (final para.) of defendant's brief it states that UA Plaintiff 
does not state a claim for breach of contract simply by alleging that the other 
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party has committed torts." What plaintiff has alleged though is that 
defendant's intentional torts have injured plaintiffs right to the benefits of 
the contract which is indeed actionable under the good faith and fair dealing 
criteria set forth in St. Benedict's Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's Hosp., 811 P.2d 
194 (Utah 199l). Plaintiffs original complaint alleged that there was 
"animosity" on the part of defendant's police and plaintiff {Complaint f 34) 
and additionally alleged they were/are "out to get and demean plaintiff. 
See Amended Complaint f^ 21 (Appendix D of of Plaintiffs brief- herein 
referred to as Amended Complaint). Viewed in a light favorable to plaintiff, 
he deserves the chance to expand on this and show at discovery or trial the 
motivation of the police and others in committing these torts against 
plaintiff. Plaintiffs can allege or show at trial other incidents with the 
defendants police in another amended complaint which fully shows the 
treatment received by him in the past which would help show why the most 
recent torts have been even more significant injury wise then they might 
appear and establish a pattern of abuse which is alluded to in the complaint. 
However, the torts outlined in the complaint are sufficient to show 
that plaintiff has been injured by these intentional torts and in turn the right 
to the contract has been injured. 
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Conclusion & Relief Sought 
Plaintiff has shown that defendant has committed intentional torts 
against plaintiff, which have injured plaintiff, and plaintiff has shown a 
substantial relationship between the injury resulting from these numerous 
and persistent torts and plaintiffs right to enjoy the benefit of the contract. 
Plaintiffs right to the benefits of the contract has been injured. 
Plaintiff has been defamed by appellee on two occasions which damaged his 
reputation among the student body and faculty, caused emotional distress 
and injured and damaged the fruits of the contract and the enjoyment 
thereof. 
Plaintiff has been singled of by appellee's police for false 
imprisonment on numerous occasions. This has injured the right to benefit 
from the contract as Plaintiff does not (and should not) want to be 
intentionally singled out by defendant's police and then be false imprisoned 
by them simply by being on campus as a student. 
Plaintiff has had violation of confidentiality committed by a security 
guard who works under the police approaching a classmate, former 
roommate and friend in a computer lab and beginning a character attack on 
appellant, highly disrupting appellant's ability to study and succeed in his 
schoolwork and destroying a friendship. 
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Plaintiff has shown that the criteria outlined in for breach of good 
faith and fair dealing in St. Benedict's Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's Hosp. is 
satisfied in this appeal in his original Brief and Defendant has not presented 
adequate argument to counter Plaintiffs argument for reversal. 
The trial court ruling dismissing the case should therefore be reversed. 
Plaintiff asks for costs of appeal. 
Respectfully, 
DATED 3 October, 2003. 
Aaron Raiser 
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Aaron Raiser 
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